
15 Best Minecraft Magic Modes (2022 Update).
 
 
Mods are a common feature for many gamers, as they can improve the game's strengths
and weaknesses. While mods can greatly improve gameplay quality, some can make the
experience dull and boring long-term. You can learn all about the best Minecraft Magic Mods,
their benefits, and how you can transform your gaming experience. 
 
 
15 Best Minecraft Magic Mods 
 
 
Although Minecraft does have some magical elements like portals, enchantments, potions,
and portals these additions are minimal in comparison to Minecraft's more fundamental
aspects such as building, crafting, combat, and fighting. Minecraft Magic mods can be used
to enhance or add magic and mage elements to the game. This makes them ideal for gamers
who love supernatural powers, abilities, and charming, enchanting worlds. 
 
 
You need to take time to choose the right mod. Mods shouldn't make the game so easy it
takes away the fun from the gameplay experience. 
 
 
There are plenty of Minecraft Magic Mods to choose from, but some really stand out as being
the most fun and beneficial to play with overall. Here's a list of the 15 most popular Minecraft
Magic Mods and their primary features. 
 
 
Minecraft offers many opportunities for exploration, combating, adventure, building and much
more. The choice between these Minecraft Magic MODs will ultimately be down to which one
player prefers. 
 
 
Players will need to gauge which features would be most valuable to their preferred playstyle
before making their final decisions. We have compiled the most relevant aspects of the top
15 Minecraft Magic Mods to help make your decision. The images are thanks to Planet
Minecraft, Curse Forge and MinecraftSix. 
 
 
1. Mahou Tsukai 
 
 
Mahou Tsukai, a Minecraft Magic mod that focuses on fantasy and is very popular with
fantasy-loving Minecrafters, is often referred to as the best Minecraft Magic Mod. It has over
4 million downloads to date and incorporates mystical elements with spells and magic into
the Minecraft world, finished off with a unique anime-based art style. 
 
 
Expect to see incredible features like mana costs, mana regeneren, spell sizes and effects.



You can even summon incredible familiars to create a magical and unique gaming
experience. 
 
 
All of the spells have creative uses as well, although players won't get spell progression. The
mod also includes a craftable, in-game guidebook called "Mahou Tsukai Knowledge
Compendium", which players can refer too for assistance. 
 
 
2. Ars Nouveau 
 
 
The Ars Nouveau mod is a Minecraft Magic Mod that has a more western-style feel. Players
will receive a Spellbook that allows them to cast Magic Spells, and helps them progress in
their Minecraft magic skills. 
 
 
This mod will not only include spells, casting, but also the ability build Magical Machines,
base automation, and magical servants. It's a great tool if you're looking to create a classic
Western wizard or mage. 
 
 
3. The Harry Potter Mod 
 
 
That's right, there is a Harry Potter mod available for Minecraft! It's impossible to talk about
magic and not mention this classic work. This mod could be the right choice for you if your
goal is to learn some of Harry Potter's most beloved abilities. 
 
 
It's important to note that this mod does not allow players take on the role of some of the
most iconic heroines and heroes in the saga. It does allow them to cast Harry Potter’s more
child-friendly spells. Did somebody say Wingardium Leviosa, though? 
 
 
4. Waystones 
 
 
Minecraft has one among the most expansive world maps. It can be difficult to navigate the
Overworld without magic. Waystones, a teleportation mod that adds magic to travel for easier
exploration and mythical aspects, is called Waystones. 
 
 
All players would have to do is place the teleportation devices in areas where they would like
to fast travel to. To instantly teleport to their desired location, players would only need to use
a Warp Scroll (or a Warp Stone). 
 
 
5. Magic Dust Mod 



 
 
The Magic Dust Mod can be rather complex to figure out, generally requiring players to read
a PDF document to learn how to manage all of its inclusions. But, it's a really easy and fun
way to transform your Minecraft server into a charming world filled with mythical adventure
and magical fantasy. 
 
 
It adds an incredible number of magical elements to the game. This includes mystical
artifacts and magic spells as well as fantasy summons that players can use. It's an incredible
magic data set that will make Minecraft and mystic arts so much more enjoyable! 
 
 
6. Mana and Artifice 
 
 
Mana and Artifice are a great choice for those who are more interested in their character's
magical abilities. This mod brings an entirely new level of magic to the Minecraft world, with a
ton of awesome mythical and mage aspects. 
 
 
Players can really reinvent their Mage RPG Minecraft servers with this mod, using some
amazing inclusions to bring their fantastical characters to life. The mod features great magic
features like magic, spells and enchantments, as well as more enemies and allies. 
 
 
7. mcEXP Heroes 
 
 
Originally known as RPG Skill Heroes, mcEXP Heroes is a great mod that can add a plethora
of amazing magical features to any Minecraft world. Although there are many modders who
have added their own spin to the concept, this mod is unique in that it has an in-game
magical ability system. 
 
 
It contains four base spells which players can add to as they progress. There are also unique
magical bosses each with their own artifacts. It's extremely fun to play with, particularly if you
enjoy magic skill or ability tree and mystical continuity between adventures. 
 
 
8. Potions Master 
 
 
There are many potions in Minecraft that can give players amazing abilities and buffs. For
many players, however, these potions aren't enough. The Potions Master mod may just
become your best friend if you're hoping to craft even more magical concoctions. 
 
 
Potions Master allows players to produce some incredibly creative potions using magic,



specifically potions that are not possible with Minecraft vanilla. An example of such a potion
is the Potion of Oresight, which grants players X-ray vision to see ores in the ground. This
mod can also be used to support others, provided they have the correct Forge Tag. 
 
 
9. Ars Magica 2 
 
 
If you are a passionate magic fan and want to learn more about the mystic arts in Minecraft,
the Ars Magica 2 mod might be for you. Although there are tons of cool spells available for
players to cast it can be overwhelming to keep track of everything. 
 
 
The Arcane Compendium can be consulted by players. It contains a list of every spell players
can create in-game. Using this mod may just result in your character becoming the most
overpowered mystic being of all time - but, hey, that's partially what magic and fantasy worlds
are all about! 
 
 
10. Blood Magic 
 
 
Although light elementals and white magic abilities are undeniably iconic, some players still
feel drawn to the darker side of the mystic arts. This mod might be the best option if you are
looking for something more sinister and want to use dark magic in Minecraft. 
 
 
It allows players to use magic abilities like many of the other Magic mods out there, with the
exception of how power, strength, and energy are gained. You can only make yourself
stronger by killing other players, then you can get blood to enhance your magic abilities.
However, players need to be aware that power, like all forms dark magic, comes with a price. 
 
 
11. Electroblob's Wizardry 
 
 
Electroblob’s Wizardry blends the vanilla aspects from the mystic arts with the most loved
Minecraft traits. This allows players not to have to learn complex magic ability building.
Players can simply progress by exploring and fighting monsters, gathering beneficial magic
items along the way. 
 
 
There are tons of things to do and see with this mod, with plenty of unique spells, wands,
scrolls, and spellbooks. Players will also need adventure to find ancient runes, wizard towers,
and masters of the mystic art. 
 
 
Players can also get special items, armor, upgrades and many other things. The number of
spells continues to rise with time, and there are also add-on mods available for this mod that



enable players to use even more spells. 
 
 
12. Conjuring 
 
 
The Conjuring mod is an awesome choice for anyone looking for a more grim, charmed, and
mystical experience in Minecraft. While it may not feature the classic spellcasting and
magical ability elements like many other magic Minecraft mods, there's still plenty to love
about this unique and otherworldy mod. 
 
 
You can make your own unique contraptions from souls. 

There's a lot to take in, but players can get help from the Conjuring Enchiridion which acts as

an in-game guidebook. 
 
The mod's new additions can be learned about using this guide to ensure players stay up to
date on all things Conjuring. It's also available both in Forge and Fabric so Minecraft players
can enjoy this mod regardless what their choice. 
 
 
13. Thaumcraft 
 
 
While magic skill trees and spellbooks are a classic method to gain mystic abilities, some
players may find it a bit boring. This is especially true if they have been playing similar games
for years. Thaumcraft mod might be the right choice for you if this is you. It involves a unique
but still magical concept. 
 
 
The magic wand can be used to draw magical energy from almost all items in a Minecraft
world. It's a great way to make sure your fantastical Minecraft gameplay experience remains
unique and open-ended. 
 
 
14. Witchery 
 
 
We've covered some of our favorite Minecraft Magic Mods, but what about those who are
more light- or dark-magic? This mod may be a perfect fit, as it's based around the concept of
being able to be 'dark' in terms of magic abilities and style without necessarily being evil. 
 
 
It's a modern Wicca twist on Minecraft. It includes rituals, nature spells and potions that can
transform you into a vampire, werewolf, or other supernatural creatures. It's a great and
interesting Minecraft Magic mod for dark fantasy and lore lovers. 
 
 
However, spellcasting may not be a major feature. Players might still choose to spend more



time on classic Minecraft activities like crafting, farming, and blasting mobs with epic fireballs. 
 
 
15. Elemental Craft 
 
 
Elemental Craft already has a lot of fans. It also has the potential to become one the most
popular Magic Mods for newer Minecraft versions. It must be on this list! 
 
 
This mod takes inspiration from the mystic arts' most iconic fundamentals - the earth, wind,
fire, and water elements. These elements can be harnessed by players and used as crafting
materials, along with inert crystals which can be found underground. 
Mc List 
 
 
Some recipes can be very beneficial, such as binders that allow players to combine multiple
items or shrines that can automatically extract ores. Although one might expect elemental
magic to be used on magic abilities and skills, this mod takes an interesting approach by
transforming elemental magic into elemental crafts - staying true to the feel of Minecraft
vanilla! 
 
 
Minecraft Mods can be creative and innovative, with each mod claiming credit for its unique
features and additions. But, these Minecraft Magic mods really open up a whole new world
for players, whether based on iconic titles, light magic, dark arts, potion brewing, mystic skill
trees, elemental crafts, or anything in between! 

https://mclijst.nl/

